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Abstract

Iran and China are getting closer day by day, from economic to political to social relations. Since media plays a significant role in shaping norms, social relations, and values in society, it is not a neutral medium to propagate information only. Social and political elites, as well as political fractions, use media to shape public opinion with the least cost. Therefore, this paper attempts to answer the question as to which ideologies, social and political thoughts Iranian football headline-writers attempt to convey to the wider public in Iran. To answer this question the main hypothesis of the paper posits that Iranian political and social elites are conveying a much more economic dimension of China, downplaying the political dimension of China, including the mounting political oppression inside China and Hong Kong, and the dramatic situation of Chinese Muslims. This paper approaches the abovementioned question under the framework of critical discourse analysis proposed by Norman Fairclough (1989). With regards to the methodology of the paper, a qualitative approach has been adopted, availing itself of different headlines of Iranian sport. Findings of the paper indicate that elites in Iran are proposing to the public a much rosier image of China due to closer political and economic ties between the two countries.
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1. Introduction

After US sanctions on Iran and Iran's difficulty to sell oil and develop economic ties with the rest of the world, China has entered Iranian political scenery with a huge impact. From economic cooperation to political support in the United Nations Security Council, China has played a significant role in Iranian politics. While many in Iran see the Sino-Iranian relations with suspicion, Iranian social and political elites have put their bet on China and its current rise as the economic powerhouse of the world. (Park & Glenn, 2018: 2-4) Relations between the two countries have grown exponentially in recent years and there have been several meetings between leaders of both countries. On the political front, Chinese officials have praised Iranian efforts to seek stability in the region, while condemning US sanctions on Iran, calling them "illegal"; while the Chinese foreign ministry spokesperson Geng Shuang regarding American sanctions on Iran says that China will continue work with Iran and that “China’s bilateral cooperation with Iran is in accordance with the law”. (Chinese foreign ministry, 2019)

There have been some frictions regarding close ties between China and Saudi Arabia, but so far so good. While the trade and economic ties between the two countries grow, there has been some uneasiness in Iran regarding the plight of Muslims in China. (Jin, 2016: 108-110) However, Iran has not raised the issue so far, despite having the protection of Muslims' rights as one of its most important foreign policy pillars. The silence of Iranian officials regarding the Xinjiang Muslims has been interpreted by some as the price necessary to pay for better ties with China. In fact, Iran has not been a big exception, and many Muslim countries refrained from criticizing China on human rights, including the bad treatment of Chinese Muslims, not wanting to provoke Chinese reactions, and probably losing a big market share in China. (Kelemen & Turcsanyi, 2019)

Setting the political background, we look to Sino-Iranian ties from the perspective of newspaper writers. The reason that football headlines are chosen in this paper is the great readership of football newspapers in Iran. (کریمی, فیروزی, 1396: 22) Based on estimates, Iranians prefer sports events and are more interested to spend their time reading football news than political ones. Furthermore, the big enthusiasm that sports events provoke on Iranian youth is not a mystery, where big street celebrations after big victories in sports events have been pretty the norm.
than the exception and have affected the youth post-revolution. (روزی که تا صدسال دیگر برای ایرانیان خاص است، 1393)

Furthermore, no sport has triggered more joy rallies in the streets of Tehran than football. Therefore, newspaper headlines regarding the football match between Iranian and Chinese national teams from the most important sport newspapers were chosen. In the continuation, before analyzing the newspaper headlines, we will briefly discuss some important features of the chosen framework in this paper, i.e. Fairclough’s critical discourse analysis.

2. Critical Discourse Analysis

While language has an important role to play when it comes to shaping public opinion, its role has been ignored for long before scholars such as Michel Foucault and Fairclough give it the due attention. Foucauldian discourse analysis is an important basis in terms of conceptual architectures and semantic fields; and critical discourse analysis, which Fairclough developed, sheds light “in clarifying how discursive selectivity operates in terms of its lexical, semantic, and pragmatic features and their relation to modes of expression, forms of discourse, genre chains, framing, and so forth”. (Sum, 2015, p.50)

First, it’s of paramount importance to explain what discourse is meant here. There are two main approaches to the definition of discourse: formalist group defines discourse as a particular unit of language, above the sentence, focusing on the form language takes. Therefore, they treat language as a system of systems, having varying types of structures and organizations themselves. The other group, functionalists, put emphasis on language in use, with all social and historical relations that exist in language, making discourse a unit of social phenomenon, instead of a formal linguistic system. (Richardson, 2007, p.24-25)

Discourse is a multidimensional social phenomenon. As Van Dijk states: “It is at the same tune “a linguistic (verbal, grammatical) object (meaningful sequences or words or sentences); an action (such as an assertion or a threat); a form of social interaction (like a conversation), a social practice; a mental representation, a meaning, a mental model, an opinion, knowledge” (Van Dijk, 2009, p. 67) Discourse is, in fact, a multidimensional social phenomenon. Fairclough describes discourse as a category for designating particular ways of representing particular aspects of social life which includes problems of inequality, disadvantage, poverty, social exclusion in different ways. Therefore, the category of discourse in this sense is defined through its relation to and difference from two other categories, genre, and style. (Fairclough, 2012, p.453)

Discourse is an important tool to hunt language and analyze its meanings and categorize its content. (1380) Discourse analysis can be applied to political discourse as well. Specifically interesting for political discourse analysis is then that many of the political actions or practices are at the same time discursive practices. In other words, forms of text and talk in such cases have political functions and implications. (Van Dijk, 1993)

While the critical analysis may seem similar to cultural studies, insisting on the context and social relations, the important difference lies in the emphasis that Discourse critical Analysis puts on fine-grained details and analysis of discursive manipulation. (Huckin, 2002: 4) On the other hand, while reading the text, there is no direct interaction between interpreters and producers, being a heavily one-sided interaction in many respects, non-the-less meanings need to be negotiated between sender and receiver, and this ‘dialogic’ principle in non-face-to-face interaction is widely recognized. (Simpson, 1993: 112)

Critical discourse analysis, therefore, does not limit itself to linguistic and sentence level analysis; rather it goes much deeper, analyzing the way social forces form and shape discourse and search for hidden discovery through linguistic analysis of the hidden connections among language, power, and ideology. Indeed, we see language as a social system, i.e. a social semiotic. Language is seen as an open system of signs where different interests, parties, opinions, and ideologies are reflected in terms of linguistic units; therefore, language is not neutral but biased towards power and dominant social forces.

2.1 Discourse Analysis Stages and Procedure

Discourse is not a reflection of reality, divorced from socio-political connotations, but it emerges from a socio-political environment, affected heavily by social norms and values of the dominant social elites. In fact, Fairclough sees discourse as a tool in hands of the dominant social elite to serve their interests and to lead the subordinate groups. In fact, “Power, ideologies and context play significant roles in the selection of linguistic devices.” (Shah, Shabir & Bilal, 2018, p.495) There is no need to wage a war against other social groups to attain the goals, but rather to shape the discourse around the subaltern groups and co-opt them in the bigger hegemonic social elite. Discourse is indeed a social practice where words, sentences, structures of language are its products. Discourse

1 The day that after a century will remain special, 2013
is a social process of creating, maintaining, and reproducing the norms, values, and goals of the dominant social group. Therefore, what critical discourse analysts want is not just to describe language as per units and structures. Rather, they want to contribute to society by bringing forth the hidden ideologies, values, and norms that the hegemonic forces are imposing on society which is unaware of the process. (Singh, 2019)

Critical discourse analysts are not interested to maintain the status quo rather they want to change it for the better. Therefore, interpretation of surface structures, meanings of utterances, local coherence of text (cohesion), and different schemas used in the text is a powerful tool in hands of CD analysts to discover and show hidden agendas, ideology, and goals of the text writers. Critical discourse analysis consists of three stages of analysis: description, interpretation, and explanation. The description stage limits itself to identifying and describing particular elements of vocabulary, syntax, and text structure that are ideologically loaded and function ideologically in the text. Power in discourse itself has three forms: power over content: what is to be said; power over relations among different social groups; power over subjects: different roles individuals and social groups have to play in the state set by dominant discourse producer. (Fairclough, 1989, p. 266) Furthermore, language is the vehicle of thought provocation and consensus gathering, where different religious and cultural elements are expressed through words and semantics. (Singh, 2018)

At the interpretative stage, analysts undertake the interpretation of what is hinted at or worded in the text, going beyond mere grammatical and semantic descriptions, focusing on different roles are assigned to different categories of people and individuals in the discourse; though in practice frontier between descriptive and interpretative stages is blurred, subject to the discretion of analysts. Broader societal and institutional aspects of discourse are dealt with at the explanatory stage, which concerns putting the discourse in its special historical, social context, and the overall political-social structure of the society. On the other hand, diagnostic readings and analysis can turn out to be as well ideologically motivated and “that the analyst has a political stance which informs their particular interpretation…writing about ideology does not automatically mean release from ideology.” (Simpson, 1993: 107)

Critical discourse analysts and readers have different functions. While the first attempting to identify the ideological themes that run through texts as well as interests of text producers, the persuasion of readers by argumentation should be analyzed as well. (Huckinng, 2002: 12)

1- CD Analysis of Selected Football Headlines

Sport headlines

1) عبر از دیوار چین
   Crossing the Great Wall of China
2) دیوارچینی
   Masonry
3) اژدهای چینی حریف یوز ایرانی نمی شود
   Chinese dragon can’t compete with Iranian cheetah
4) نبرد دو امپراتوری
   The battle of two empires
5) حمله یوزها به روباه و اژدها
   The attack of cheetah on fox and dragon
6) چین را بر چین
   Annihilate China
7) دیوار به دیوار
   Wall to wall
8) چینی شکست
   Porcelain broke
9) 

We begin the analysis of the abovementioned headlines at the descriptive stage. We see how headlines have used semantic relations to highlight different points for readers in an interesting way. The first headline avails itself of different semantic relations. There exists Antonymy between crossing (عبور) and the wall (دیوار). Also, there is a collocation between the wall and china. In headline (2), chidan (چیدن) has polysemy; one meaning is related to
putting in place something, while the other relates to removing something. Again there is a collocation between China and Wall. There is also an irony as here building the wall (دیوارچینی) is used to say “removing the wall”.

In (3), dragon and cheetah are coordinate terms since they share the hypernym of animals. Also, there are collocations between China and Dragon and rhyming prose between Irani (Iranian) and Chini (Chinese). In (4), nabard (battle) has polysemy: one is the battle of armies and the other meaning is a sports match. Also, the term Empires is a metonymy of Iran and China. There is a collocation also between empires and battle.

In (5), cheetah and dragon are metaphors for Iranian and Chinese teams. Attack (حمله) has polysemy of attack in the war and attack in a football match. Cheetah, dragon, and fox are coordinate terms, sharing the same hypernym (animals). There is also rhyming prose between yuzha (cheetah) and ezhdeha (dragon). In (6), there is rhyming prose between chin (China) and barchin (remove).

In (7), there is rhyming prose between two walls (دیوار) and alliteration beginning with a series of words having a wall in them. Also, the wall is a metonymy of the Great Wall of China. In (8), chini (چینی) has polysemy: Chinese and porcelain. Shekast (شکست), which is the verb to break, has polysemy: losing a match and breaking something. Also, there is a collocation between chini (porcelain) and shekastan (شکستن: to break).

We will now proceed to parse syntactic structures of sentences used in headlines as it is shown in table 1.

Table1. Syntactic and discourse parsing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sentence number</th>
<th>Headline</th>
<th>Syntactic parsing</th>
<th>Discourse parsing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Chinese dragon can’t compete with Iranian cheetah</td>
<td>Subject as Agent Intransitive verb Present tense</td>
<td>The theme in the first part of the sentence Rheme at the end of the sentence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Annihilate china</td>
<td>Imperative Transitive verb Object as patient</td>
<td>Theme in the first part of the sentence Rheme at the end of the sentence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Porcelain broke</td>
<td>Subject is patient Middle verb Past tense</td>
<td>Theme in the first part of the sentence Rheme at the end of the sentence</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As it is illustrated in table 1, sentences are well-formed and they use different grammatical structures to highlight and emphasize the points they make. Now we will begin the interpretative and explanatory stage where we attempt to expand the meaning beyond the text, connecting the text with wider society and all the norms, values, and ideologies that writers had when they touched upon the football match between Iran's and China's national football teams. To simplify things, we will blend the abovementioned stages and analyze them in one go.
We begin with the analysis of the first headline, considering Figure1 which illustrates the image of the first headline. The Great Wall of China would in the first instance identify China and its great wall; however, the concept of imperial imposition of China and the difficulty to understand the Chinese political and social environment also comes to the imagination of readers. On the other hand, the writer emphasizes the hope to surpass this apparently insurmountable obstacle, pointing out the political and economic imposition of Chinese politics on Iranian elites and government which seems hard to surmount.

Furthermore, the headline is written in red color, which is the color symbolizing China, and it seems the writer wants to hint at the hegemonic force China applies everywhere, including on its people. However, the second meaning of red color, in Iranian imaginary, is of the angry mood and unease which shows that the writer conveys the frustration of Iranians with the hard politics and meddling of China in Iran.

Headline (2) is illustrated in figure2. Here, دیوارچینی (masonry) is used which is a metaphor of succeeding to build the bridge to get to the semifinals after having won over China. However, it also the photo on the headline shows a group of players getting together and making a circle, which

---

1 Abrar e varzeshi, 2018
2 Pirooz newspaper, 2018
makes the point that if Iran, both people, and government, get together, they can surmount the insurmountable obstacle of Chinese imposition on Iran. The writer hints at the importance of uniting people and government against any imposition, however big the challenge is.

![Figure 3. Chinese dragon can’t compete with Iranian cheetah](image)

Headline (3) reads as Chinese dragon can’t compete with Iranian cheetah and is illustrated in figure 3. Here, the Chinese dragon is contrasted with the Iranian cheetah and in this competition, the writer believes that Iran has better chances. Chinese dragon is a metaphor for Chinese industrial prowess and economic supremacy in the world, especially in Iran.

The writer uses irony, as she puts on paper the fact that Iran and China are not comparable, hinting at the fact that Iran is way ahead. However, the writer also acknowledges that it is not a fair competition, one between the Iranian industry and the other, much bigger Chinese economic giant.

---

1 Esteghlal newspaper, 2018
Headline (4) reads as the battle of two empires and is illustrated in figure 4. In this headline, the writer illustrates Iran with the cheetah, and China with a player supported by Chinese fans. The writer makes his point that China is supported fully by the international community, no matter however undemocratic it be, while Iran is isolated, under heavy US sanctions, somehow injured, and can’t move. Indeed, the writer shows the cheetah, which symbolizes fast movements, not in the run mood, but still standing, which is a metaphor of an Iran under sanctions, unable to move, while China is free and run easily to achieve its goals.

Again, the writer plays with colors as well, putting the battle in black—which is a symbol of sadness in Iranian imaginary—and putting the empires in red—which is a symbol of China and also anger and fierceness. The writer, therefore, paints a sad battle of unequal rivalries, where the two countries are dominated by one, China, and its fierce politics.

Figure 4. The battle of two empires

Figure 5. The attack of cheetah on fox and dragon

1 Piroozi newspaper, 2018
Headline (5) reads as the attack of cheetah on fox and dragon and is illustrated in figure4. The writer, here, unite the dragon—metaphor of China—with fox, the metaphor of deceitfulness in Iranian imaginary. In fact, the writer wants to show the connection between China and dirt politics played by it, where deceiving seems connected to fake and low quality made in China products. Furthermore, the writer uses the red color for the attack, as well as China and fox, which is a point that this political match is already done with China attacking and gaining a big share of the market in Iran.

Figure 6. Annihilate China

Headline (6) reads as Annihilate China and is illustrated in figure6. The writer in this headline brings forth a request as to removing China from the Iranian political and economic scene, desiring a change of direction in the Iranian political scene. The writer, furthermore, chooses the yellow color to make his point; the yellow color symbolizes the frustration and hatred in the Iranian collective imagination, pointing directly to the actions of China in Xinjiang and the plight of Chinese Muslims.

Figure 7. Wall to wall

---

1 Khabar e varzeshi newspaper, 2018
2 Gol newspaper, 2018
Headline (7) reads as Wall to the wall and is illustrated in figure 7. In this headline, the writer sees the building of the wall—a metaphor for economic protectionism—as the only solution to the economic hegemony of China. However, she paints the headline with yellow, which symbolizes hatred in Iranian culture, pointing out that this type of protectionism is not going to be desired by Iranians and probably would not solve the issue in the long term. In a subsection of the headline, we see the sentence "with original quality" as a gift to China; the writer, therefore, brings forth the general complaint about low-quality Chinese products and uses irony to make her point.

Figure 8. Porcelain is broken

Headline (8) reads as porcelain is broken and is illustrated in figure 8. Here, the writer expresses the hope that the Chinese system and political government are so fragile that can be broken with a bit of chance. The writer chooses the color red to illustrate the headline—symbol of China and the Communist Party of China—expressing this way a notion that China, no matter how strong it be, will remain fragile and this fragility is inherent to the Chinese political system.

3. Conclusion

Language is not just a medium to communicate and convey information, but also an important medium to produce, reproduce, and main norms, values, and hegemony. Therefore, in this paper, the authors attempt to go beyond the simple reading of words, searching for inner meanings and ideologies of the headline writers. Short space being assigned to deliver their messages, headlines impressively affect the public due to the ease and lightness of task for readers; impressive headlines free the readers from having to go through all the content. As a result of this short space delivery system, headline writers have to use many linguistic tools such as figures of speech or semantic relations—including antonymy, hypernymy, metonymy, metaphor, correlations, and correlated terms—to make their message short but meaningful and ideologically loaded. In the 8 headlines that we analyzed, the ideologies and beliefs of writers were discovered and brought forth. An important feature was the economic dominance of China and low-quality Chinese products. Writers expressed their dismay and even despair in front of a rising giant, China, which, on their opinion, has put chains on Iran's economy. Simultaneously, they build a negative image of China in the Iranian broader public connecting the notion of stronger ties with China to the submission of Iranian might and past glory. Some writers characterize Iran as weak and under heavy sanctions, unable to run and grow. In fact, we see a strong tendency to relate the match between Iran and China national football teams to the economic sphere, playing with notions of product quality, economic protectionism, etc. The paper brings forth the hidden ideologies and meanings through the use of language in football headlines, showing how economic and political ideas and formed.

1 Hadaf newspaper, 2018
ideologies dominate the otherwise friendly environment of a sporting event—a football match—between Iran and China.
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